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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the study was to assess the factors affecting the failure of banks in 
Kenya. The Specific Objectives of this study was To examine the effect of corporate 
governance on the failure of Chase bank in Kenya. To analyze the influence of non-
performing loans issues on collapsed Chase bank in Kenya. To analyze the influence 
of regulatory framework on the collapse of Chase bank in Kenya. To find out the 
effect of competition on the collapse of Chase bank in Kenya. The significance of the 
study is to the management of Chase bank, The Government, Other financial 
institutions and Other Researchers. The study adopted a cross-sectional survey design, 
The investigation will target a population of fouty three employee of Chase bank  , for 
this study, the researcher selected census as the sampling design. Primary data was 
collected using a self administered questionnaire. The questionnaire was piloted in 
order to check for validity and reliability. Questionnaires was administered through 
drop and pick method. The data collected was analyzed using various statistical tools 
and instruments correlation and multiple regression analysis. The respondents were 
asked to give their opinion on whether corporate governance influences the failure of 
banks in Kenya. Majority of the respondents were in agreement corporate governance 
influences the failure of banks in Kenya. From the findings majority of respondents 
that non-performing loans issue has an influence on the failure of banks in Kenya. 
This implies that Non-performing loans issues have an influence on the failure of 
banks in Kenya. The analysis shows most of respondents were in agreement that 
regulatory framework has a great effect on the failure of banks in Kenya. From the 
findings majority of the respondents agreed that competition has an influence on the 
failure of banks in Kenya   while a few of the respondents disagreed. It was concluded 
that competition has an influence on the failure of banks in Kenya. Based on the 
research findings it is recommended that For banks to have the stability, they should 
embrace best practices of corporate governance which should ensure that shareholders 
wealth is looked after in the best way possible, that adequate risk management 
measures are put in place and that standards are not only in writing but that they are 
practiced on a day to day basis. According to the Central Bank of Kenya Supervision 
Report (CBK, 2016), the level of non-performing loans has been increasing steadily in 
Kenya. The high level of non-performing loans persists as an issue of primary 
supervisory concern in the country. The government should promote transparency and 
accountability in the management and enforcement activities of the central bank of 
Kenya. Governments must make enforcement more transparent and accountable by 
publicly reporting this information. The management of chase bank needs to package 
their product in a more customer friendly way to enhance their acceptance and have a 
bitter and bigger customer base. 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Cash Flows Cash flow basically refers to net income plus depreciation, 
depletion and amortization, to total debt as a proxy for cash 
flow from operations (CFFO) (Amadasu, 2012). 
Financial Distress  Financial distress is defined as a situation when a financial 
institution fails to meet capitalization requirements, have weak 
deposit base and are afflicted by mismanagement (Adeyemi, 
2011). 
Leverage This refers to financial measurements that look at how much 
capital comes in the form of debt (loans), or assesses the ability 
of a company to meet financial obligations (Kariuki, 2013). 
Liquidity Liquidation is the measure a company's ability to pay debt 
obligations and its margin of safety through the calculation of 
metrics including the current ratio, quick ratio and operating 
cash flow ratio. Current liabilities are analyzed in relation to 
liquid assets to evaluate the coverage of short-term debts in an 
emergency (Amadasu, 2012). 
Market Value The market value is the relationship between the ratio of book-
to-market of equity, distress risk and stock of return (Chea, 
2012). 
Profitability In many cases profitability of any phenomenon refers to ability 
to generate earnings compared to its expenses and other 
relevant costs incurred during a specific period of time 
(Nyamboga, Omwario, Muriuki, & Gongera, 2014) 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 
1.0 Introduction 
This study covered investigation on the factors affecting failure of bank in Kenya. 
This chapter consists of six sections .i.e. the background of the study, statement of the 
problem, objectives of the study, research questions, and significance of the study and 
the scope of study. 
1.1 Background of the Study 
A financially healthy banking sector is important necessity for economic process and 
stability. Therefore, the assessment of banks monetary setting could be an elementary 
goal for several stakeholders. Since the value of bank collapse is prodigious, the 
unwell banks need fast action by superior authority to salvage them before they 
collapse (Emmanuel, 2009). Banks play an important role in any economy through the 
aggregation of savings from surpluses that are followed by funding deficit accounts. 
This capacitates industries or individual accounts for the aim of boosting their 
production capacities (Obiero, 2010). 
In  recent  decades,  a massive variety  of  countries  have full-fledged monetary 
distress  of varied  degrees  of  severity,  and  some  have  suffered continual  bouts  of 
distress (Hardy, 2013). Pazarbasioglu (2009) believes that the most effective warning 
signs of economic crises area unit proxies for the vulnerability of the banking and 
company sector.  He  showed  that  full-blown  banking  crises area unit  associated 
additional  with  external developments, and domestic variables area unit the most 
leading indicators of severe however contained  banking  distress.  He adds that  the  
most  obvious  indicators  that will  be accustomed predict banking crises area unit 
people who relate on to the soundness of the banking industry. Within the 1980's and 
early 1990's, many countries in developed, developing and transition economies full-
fledged many banking crises requiring a significant overhaul                                                  
Kenya  has full-fledged  banking issues since 1986 culminating in major bank failures 
(37 failing banks as at 2013) following the  crises of; 1986  -  1989,  2015/2009  and  
2013  (Kithinji  and  Waweru,  2010;  Ngugi, 2011). Presently, many developed 
countries together with the USA area unit experiencing a banking crisis. As an 
example the Citibank cluster alone, has written off quite $39 billion in losses (Elliot, 
2008).  Despite the issues facing the worldwide monetary market, Canadian banks 
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have remained comparatively stable. Eliot (2008) attributes this to a combination of 
regulative discipline and cultural mentality among Canadian banks. This paper 
investigates the causes of non-performing loans in Republic of Kenya and also the 
actions that bank managers have taken to mitigate this downside. We tend to 
additionally investigate the perceived level of success of those initiatives.   
According to Kroszner (2012), non-performing loans area unit closely related to 
banking crises.  Sultana (2012) additionally links the japanese monetary crisis to non-
performing loans. In line with Sultana (2012), Japanese banks still suffer underneath 
the load  of  thousands  of  billions  of  yen  of dangerous  loans ensuing  from  the  
collapse  in plus costs a decade agone within the country’s national economy. In line 
with financial institution of Republic of Kenya [CBK], (2013), there was a four.5 per 
cent decline in pre-tax profit for the industry within the year 2012. Non-performing 
loans will  be  treated  as  undesirable  outputs  or prices  to  a lending  bank, that 
decrease  the  bank’s  performance  (Chang,  2009).   
The  risk  of  non-performing  loans chiefly  arises  as  the  external  economic setting  
becomes  worse  off  such  as economic  depressions  (Sinkey  and  Greenawalt,  
2011). Dominant non-performing loans are extremely vital for each the performance 
of a personal bank (Verbrugge, 2011) and also the economy’s monetary setting. 
Causes of Non-performing loans in Republic of Kenya Actions taken by managers 
Level of success of the actions taken thanks to the character of their business, 
industrial banks expose themselves to the risks of default from borrowers. Prudent 
credit risk assessment and creation of adequate provisions for dangerous and 
uncertain debts will cushion the banks risk. However, once  the  level  of  non- 
performing arts  loans  (npls)  is terribly  high,  the provisions aren't adequate 
protection. In line with the CBK (July, 2009) the extent of npls in 2013 was calculable 
at Shs. Eighty billion or half-hour of advances, up from twenty seventh in2014 as 
compared to 81.3  billion or 3.4% of total loans in November 2011.   
This can be compared with levels of npls in different countries. In line with Taiwan 
News (2012), the NPL magnitude relation among Taiwanese banks was calculable at 
7.7 p.c by the tip of 2011, whereas the magnitude relation among grassroots monetary 
establishments was sixteen.37 percent.  In  the  Philippines non-performing  loans 
magnitude relation  as  at Gregorian calendar month fifteen,  2011  stood  at 
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sixteen.81 p.c  of  the  total  loan  portfolio,  up  from sixteen.76 p.c  a  month  before, 
(Batino,  2011).  Comparing,  the magnitude relation  of  non performing arts  loans  
in Republic of Kenya  of thirty third  to similar  African  economies  as  at  the finish  
of  2010,  the magnitude relation  is a lot of  lower  in Nigeria (24%), African country 
(11%) and Republic of South Africa (3%) (CBK 2011) According to Mikiko (2012), 
throughout the past many years, major Japanese banks have struggled within the red, 
with business profits enclosed by the disposal of npls.  This has seriously damaged 
public confidence within the deposit system. Republic of Kenya has full-fledged 
banking issues since 1986 culminating in major bank failures (37 failing  banks  as  at  
2013)  following  the  crises  of;  1986  -  1989,  2015/2009  and  2013 (Kithinji and 
Waweru, 2010). The crises were chiefly attributed to npls (Murugu, 2013).  For 
example, Daima bank, according to Mullei (2013) was placed underneath statutory 
management for failing to fulfill the minimum core capitalization threshold - among 
additionally as poor management of loan portfolios. Web loans at the extent of Shs. 
215 billion as at Dec thirty first, 2011 accounted for fifty one  of  total web  assets  of  
the  Kenyan’s  banking  sector.    As this date, the proportion of nonperforming loans 
to total loans was half-hour (CBK 2014).  
The monetary sector in Republic of Kenya has upgraded considerably over the 
previous couple of years later on creating it the most important in geographic region. 
In distinction with different East African economies, the Kenyan industry is exclusive 
relating to its size and diversification. Despite Republic of Kenya having a range of 
economic establishments and markets in contrast to in different regions, the trade has 
been faced with constraints in terms of growth thanks to factors like non-performing 
loans and weaknesses in company governance. Consequently, variety of business 
banks in Republic of Kenya has fallen (Brownbridge 2010). The monetary sector in 
Republic of Kenya continues to face numerous challenges together with monetary 
distress.  
1.1.1 Corporate Governance Issues 
Apart from the first goal of profit realization, organizations even have different duties. 
The non-public Initiative for company governance defines company governance as 
“the mechanism through that stakeholders (shareholders, creditors, employees, clients, 
suppliers, the govt and also the society, in general) monitor the management and 
insiders to safeguard their own interests” (Kihumba, 2010). In banking, company 
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governance revolves round the manner during which banking institutions’ affairs and 
business area unit managed by the board of administration additionally because the 
high management, that successively affects however the bank works out its 
objectives, policies and plans, taking into thought creating acceptable economic 
returns for founders and different shareholders, day-after-day work management, 
protection of the rights and interests of recognized stakeholders (shareholders and 
depositors), companies’ commitment to sound and safe skilled behaviors and 
practices that area unit in conformity with rules and legislations, (Kihumba, 2010). 
1.1.2 Non-Performing Loans 
There is no set world commonplace to outline NPL uniformly at the sensible level. A 
non-performing loan could be a loan that's in default or on the point of being in 
default. A loan is nonperforming once payments of interests and principal area unit 
overdue by ninety days or additional, or a minimum of ninety days of interest 
payment are capitalized, refinanced or delayed by agreement, or payments area unit 
but ninety days due, however there are  different smart reasons to doubt that payment 
are going to be created fully (IMF, 2009). Npls area unit usually treated as undesirable 
outputs or prices to lending banks that decrease the bank’s performance. The financial 
institution of Republic of Kenya defines npls as those loans that aren't being 
serviceable as per loan contracts and expose the monetary establishments to potential 
losses (CBK, 2016). It's vital to notice that non-performing loans visit accounts whose 
principal or interest remains unpaid ninety days or additional once date.  
1.1.3 Regulatory Issues 
As the definition proposes, organizations have a broad spectrum of entities to be 
responsible to, regarding their mission, and per se, they have management and 
regulation. In Kenya, the banking sector is regulated and supervised by the financial 
institution of Republic of Kenya that ensures that banks area unit ruled in line with the 
Banking Act (Chapter 488 of Republic of Kenya constitution). Different 
constitutional acts that give governance rules applicable to banks are; the businesses 
Act, The Capital Markets Authority Act and Nairobi exchange (NSE) rules and also 
the legal code. The regulation of banks is that the responsibility of the financial 
institution of Republic of Kenya. The Banking management department carries out 
the perform of superintendence banks to confirm the following; liquidity, solvency, 
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and correct functioning of a stable market based mostly banking industry. More to the 
present, audited performance of the banking sector is measured in terms of capital 
adequacy, plus quality, liquidity, and earnings supported the financial institution 
internal classification system. Underneath section nineteen of the Banking Act in 
Republic of Kenya, an establishment shall maintain a minimum holding of assets 
because the financial institution could from time to time confirm.  
1.1.4 Competition 
The banking literature remains divided over the conflicts arising out of the SCP 
paradigm additionally referred to as the structure performance paradigm, and also the 
Es paradigm. The SCP hypothesis, which, in line with Park (2009) and Seelanatha 
(2010), dates back to Mason (2016), is that the oldest and ancient hypothesis. It states 
that the performance of banks mostly depends upon the structure of the market like 
the amount of banks and also the market shares of banks; and also the profitableness 
of banks decreases with the rise of competition. 
 1.1.5 Profile of the Organization  
Chase Bank of Kenya is financial institution in Kenya, the biggest economy in East 
African Community. it's one in every of the forty four depository financial institutions 
commissioned by the business bank of African country. The bank may be a medium –
sized retail bank that caters to each individual and company purchasers. As of 
December 2013, the bank’s total quality base was valued at regarding ksh forty three 
billion, and it absolutely was graded the nineteenth largest depository financial 
institution in African country supported its assets, out of the forty four commissioned 
business banks within the country.  On April 7, 2016, Chase Bank was placed below 
receivership by the financial institution of African country creating it the third bank to 
be placed below receivership in an exceedingly twelve-month amount. This was 
primarily due below news of business executive loans and not meeting the statutory 
banking ratios. Chase Bank re-opened on twenty seven Apr 2016 with KCB because 
the receiver manager. In Apr 2016, the bank was anesthetize statutory management by 
the CBK following what it termed 'unsafe monetary conditions'.  
The liquidity issues that it visaged followed social media reports when the resignation 
of 2 of its administrators. The reports showed that its profits in 2015 fell to Ksh. 742 
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million from two.3 billion in 2014. The statements conjointly disclosed that non 
activity loans had up from Ksh. three billion in 2014 to Ksh. eleven billion in 2015. In 
Apr 2018, the financial institution proclaimed that depository financial institution of 
Mauritius would be feat sure assets and matched liabilities from Chase Bank's. This 
deal enclosed seventy fifth of deposits, bank employees and branches and merging 
them with the operations of its Kenyan subsidiary, SBM Kenya. The remaining assets 
and liabilities were then transferred to African country Deposit Insurance Corporation 
for liquidation. 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Banking is the focal part of the financial zone in every financial system subsequently 
the power banking gadget becomes critical in making sure increase in addition to 
favorable financial balance. Banks are the primary component of financial services 
region of for ensuring favorable financial balance and boom koch and mcdonald 
(2013). 
Chase bank become unable to fulfill it monetary obligation on April 2016 and became 
positioned under receivership of cbk. The insider loans stood at 13.62 billion Kenya 
shillings in comparison to the 5.72 billion Kenya shillings it reported. The main 
problem at chase financial institution was governance problem. The bank made large 
amount of mortgage to its administrators of approximately thirteen.62 billion Kenya 
shillings. Auditors want to be company of their critiques so that you can mitigate the 
risks of bank failure in addition to collapse as they're associated with troubles 
including fiduciary duty and lack of governance of bank directors. With KCB as the 
receiver supervisor, the financial institution would re-open on 27 April 2016 (cbk, 
2016). 
Latest disintegrate of the 3 industrial banks in kenya; chase bank, dubai financial 
institution and imperial financial institution shows that managers haven’t assessed the 
bank dangers or have now not treated it nicely. Consequently, the stakeholders, 
lenders, depositors, and different stakeholders will incur big economic losses in case 
the banking sector collapses. Moreover, collapse of the bank can also have drastic 
effects for the kingdom’s economy. The complexity of the modern-day financial 
system and its sheer size intensifies the importance of this trouble hence the want to 
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be cautiously taken into consideration. This necessitated the look at of troubles 
affecting collapsed banks in Kenya with reference to chase bank. 
1.3   Objectives of the Study 
1.3.1 General Objective 
The main objective of this study was to investigate the factors affecting the failure of 
banks in Kenya   
1.3.2 Specific Objectives 
i. To examine the effect of corporate governance on the failure of Chase bank in 
Kenya  
ii. To analyze the influence of non-performing loans issues on collapsed Chase 
bank in Kenya 
iii. To analyze the influence of regulatory framework on the collapse of Chase 
bank in Kenya 
iv. To find out the effect of competition on the collapse of Chase bank in Kenya 
1.4 Research Questions 
i. What extent did effect of corporate governance contribute to the failure of 
Chase bank in Kenya?  
ii. What is the influence of non-performing loans issues on collapsed Chase bank 
in Kenya? 
iii. How do regulatory frameworks influence the collapse of Chase bank in 
Kenya? 
iv. To what extent does competition influence the collapse of Chase bank in 
Kenya? 
1.5 Significance of the Research 
1.5.1 The bank Management 
The importance of the research will be to establish the challenges associated with the 
failure of banks in Kenya and formulate strategies that help to overcome the 
challenges identified. This will help the company to maximize their performance as 
well as to meet customers’ needs and maintain a high organizational performance. 
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1.5.2 Other Banks  
The study will be of importance to various banks. The outcome of this research 
project study will form a document which any organization that consider for adoption 
in developing operational strategy leading to sharpened efficiency and heightened 
competitiveness, through implementation of actions which will be  used in enhancing 
effective organizational performance. 
1.5.3 Other Researchers  
This study will provide background information to research organization and scholars 
who may want to carry out further research in this area. It will also facilitate 
individual researchers to identify gaps in the current research and carry out research in 
this area and provide an opportunity to other researchers that will dwell in this field to 
define it better.  
1.6 Scope of the Study 
The study sought to determine the factors affecting the failure of banks in Kenya. It 
was limited to Chase bank located in Junction of Ring Road Riverside and Riverside 
Westland along Riverside Drive. The target population of this study was 149 
employees. The study focused on all levels from the top management to the 
subordinate staff and took a period of five months from February 2018 to September 
2018. 
 
1.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter contained the background of the study on the general understanding of 
the failure of banks in Kenya. The chapter also covered the statement of the problem, 
objectives of the study, research questions, and significance of the study and scope of 
the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0: Introduction 
This chapter discusses the theoretical review, the empirical literature review, the 
summary and research gaps to be filed by the study and the conceptual framework, 
the operationalization of variables and the chapter summary.  
2.1: Theoretical review 
2.1.1 Cash Management Theory 
Cash management theory is bothered with the managing money flows into аnd out of 
the firm; money flows at intervals the firm and money balances command by the firm 
at а purpose of your time by funding deficit or investment surplus cash. Short-run 
management of company money balances is а major concern of each firm (Аziz & 
Dаr, 2006). According to а study done by Wаrd (2009) on why ancient income is 
assumed to be а robust predictor money distress study reveled that ancient income 
considerably predicts financial distress. In line with a study done by Davies (2012) on 
the role of money flow info in predicting money distress among industrial banks in 
African nation found that money variables that considerably influence the firm's 
money distress are income generated from operational activities, money dividend 
coverage, interest coverage and also the dividend payout magnitude relation. 
Cash management theory worries with the managing money flows into and out of the 
firm; money flows at intervals the firm and money balances command by the firm at а 
purpose of your time by funding deficit or investment surplus cash. Short term 
management of company money balances is а major concern of each firm. This can 
be therefore as a result of it's tough to predict money flows аccurаtely, significantly 
the inflows, and there's no excellent coincidence between money outflows and 
inflows (Wаng & Moines, 2012). Throughout some periods money outflows, can 
exceed money inflows as a result of payments for tаxes, dividends or seasonal 
inventory can build up. Аt different times, cаsh flow was quite money sales and 
debtors may notice in large amounts promptly (Goswаmi, Chаndrа, &Chouhаn, 
2014). An imbаlаnce between cash inflows and outflows would mean failure of 
money management perform of the firm. Persistence of such associate degree 
imbalance could cause money distress to the firm and, hence, business failure (Jahur 
and Quadir, 2012). 
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Maina and Sakwa (2012) study determined the relationships between management 
turnover and firm performance and located that management changes are of times 
viewed as symptoms of external and internal structure crises. Аn imbаlаnce between 
money inflows and outflows would mean failure of money management perform of 
the firm. Persistence of such an imbalance may cause money distress to the firm and, 
hence, business fаilure (Аziz & Dаr, 2006). 
2.1.2 Contagion Theory 
The incidence monetary crises have resulted in several researchers closing that the 
financial sector is at risk of shocks. This shocks 1st affects a specific region or sector 
or maybe one establishment, then they unfold and there once have an effect on the 
economy at massive (Allen, Babus & Carletti, 2009). Contagions take 2 totally 
different approaches: one, direct linkages and indirect balance-sheet linkages. Allen 
and air current (2010) checked out the contagious effects via direct linkages and 
analysed however the industry react to the current contagion even if the banks are 
connected mistreatment totally different network structures. He distinguished that 
banks typically insure against liquidity shocks dead through interbank deposits. 
However, there are connections created type swapping deposits that expose the 
industry to contagion (Allan and Thomas, 2009). Allen and air current (2010) explains 
that cases with incomplete networks become a lot of vulnerable to contagion 
compared to finish structures. Well connected networks are a lot of resilient as a result 
of a part of the losses created by one bank’s portfolio is transferred to different banks 
through the interbank agreements. In different words,  they demonstrate by taking the 
case of associate incomplete network wherever the failure would possibly trigger the 
whole industry to fail. Allen and air current (2010) then prove that, if banks are 
connected through an entire structure with an equivalent set of parameters, then the 
system becomes a lot of resilient to the contagious effects. 
2.1.3 General Theory on Success 
Like all sciences, Sun Tzu's strategy for examination positions simplifies the nature 
with a collection of principles. Even mastering a couple of those principles makes it 
easier for North American country to grasp a way to improve our strategic position. 
Throughout history, individuals have rediscovered these principles through trial and 
error.  These principles are documented in varied ways in which in numerous 
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competitive arenas. Several are acquainted from military history; others from sports; 
and still others from business. 
According to an editorial revealed on their web site scienceofstrategy.org, the Science 
of Strategy Institute have created an easy theory of success by adopting principles 
recorded within the historical Sun Tzu Art of War Strategy. Within the article they 
argue that whereas luck and ability could play a neighborhood in success, consistent 
progress needs quite luck or ability alone. The race doesn't invariably visit the swift or 
the fight to the robust, but, over the end of the day, the competition invariably goes to 
those with the most effective strategy i.e. the most effective response to their current 
conditions (The Science of Strategy Institute, 2011). 
Sun Tzu's strategy takes associate progressive approach to success. We tend to 
develop stronger positions not all quickly, however bit by bit over time by creating 
higher decisions. We tend to build a dominating position over time by creating 
sensible selections concerning the conditions that we tend to face on a daily basis. We 
tend to climb a ladder toward our goals, one rung at a time. This analogy rings faithful 
project success as a result of comes square measure dead over long durations of your 
time typically running into many years. It's thus not realistic to expect that correct 
project designing at the start alone can cause a hitful project; the project management 
team should systematically work on creating the project a success by perpetually 
reviewing and evaluating project progress, learning from their mistakes and past 
experiences to tell future project selections. It's solely by doing this that project 
success can ultimately be achieved. 
2.2 Empirical Literature Review 
2.2.1Corporate Governance  
The means the businesses are being managed and controlled in Kenya has been 
scrutinized because of the corruption cases within the country, and consequently  of 
company governance is that the top of the agenda. That specialize in company 
governance is especially crucial in monetary services offered by banks. This can be 
attributable to the folded banks cases in Kenya. For instance the case of monetary unit 
bank, Trust and Daima Bank simply however to say a number of. Nineteen in line 
with the monetary Stability (2010), the most factors that support the steadiness of any 
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country’s financial set-up embrace sensible company governance, sturdy prudent 
regulation and superintendence, associate degree applicable savings deposit protection 
system and sound speech act regimes. Company governance has been outlined over 
the years otherwise by numerous students, but all of them have pointed to a similar 
finish. For instance, the monetary Times (2014) defines it because the relationship of 
the enterprise to shareholders.  
The monetary Stability (2011) offers this definition: company Governance means that 
the add of the processes, structures and data used for steering and overseeing the 
management of a company. Arun and T necessary thanks to promote monetary 
stability. The effectiveness of bank’s internal governance arrangements has terribly 
substantial effect on the flexibility of a bank to spot, monitor and management its 
risks. Though banking crisis area unit caused by several factors, a number of that area 
unit on the far side the management of bank management, virtually each failure is a 
minimum of partly the results of poor risk management at intervals the bank itself. 
And poor risk management is ultimately a failure of internal governance. Though 
banking superintendence and also the regulation of bank’s risk positions will go how 
towards countering the consequences of poor governance, superintendence by some 
external official agent isn't a substitute for sound company governance practices. 
Ultimately, banking industry risks don't seem to be possibly to be reduced to 
acceptable levels by fostering sound risk management practices at intervals individual 
banks. Indoctrination sound company governance practices at intervals banks area 
unit a vital component of achieving this” (Brash, 2011). 
There is sturdy correlation between internal governance and risk management. The 
poorer the bank’s company governance the riskier the bank. Sturdy superintendence 
cannot counteract the consequences of the company governance on the banking 
industry. This suggests in line with Brash that if the restrictive and superintendence 
systems area unit for example launched and there's sturdy company governance at 
intervals that bank, the result was higher than having a restrictive system with weak 
company governance. Therefore, the thought of fine governance in industry through 
empirical observation implies total quality management which has six performance 
areas (Khatoon, 2010). These performance areas embrace capital adequacy, assets 
quality, management, earnings, liquidity, and sensitivity risk. Khatoon argues that the 
degree of adherence to those parameters determines the amount of rejection of a 
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failure. Having distended quite a heap on the importance of company governance 
practices so as to save lots of banks from fucking, the man of science can so go 
additional by showing what has been aforementioned regarding bank crisis on 
different components of the world. 
2.2.2 Non-Performing Loans Issues  
According  to  Gorter associate degreed  Bloem  (2012)  non-performing  loans are 
principally caused  by  an  inevitable range  of  wrong  economic selections  by people  
and plain unhealthy luck  (inclement  weather, sudden worth  changes  for bound 
product, etc.). Underneath such circumstances, the holders of loans will build 
associate degree allowance for a traditional  share  of neglect  in  the kind  of 
unhealthy loan  provisions,  or  they might unfold the danger by eliminating 
insurance. The matter of NPL’s is widespread.  Nishimura,  Kazuhito,  and  Yukiko, 
(2011)  state  that  one  of  the  underlying  causes  of  Japan’s  prolonged  economic 
stagnation is that the non-performing or unhealthy loan downside. They justify that a 
number of the loans created to firms and industries by money establishments 
throughout the bubble era became non-performing once the bubble burst.  
This delayed structural reforms and prevented the money treater system from 
functioning properly In their study,  Fernández, Jorge and Saurina,  (2010) state that 
the expansion of bank  credit  in Espana associate degreed  its prudent  implications  
is  an present  item  on  the agenda of banking supervisors, since most banking crises 
have had as an immediate cause the inadequate  management  of  credit  risk  by 
establishments.  They any  assert  that even supposing bank supervisors square 
measure cognizant of this downside, it's but terribly troublesome to  persuade  bank  
managers  to  follow additional  prudent  credit  policies throughout associate degree 
economic improvement, particularly in  a extremely competitive setting. They claim 
that even  conservative  managers would possibly notice  market  pressure  for  higher  
profits terribly troublesome to beat. According  to  a  World  Bank  report  (2009)  in 
Republic of Uganda  the  country’s industry  was delineated   as very  weak,  with 
immense  non-performing  loans and a few  banks  teetering  on  the  verge  of  
collapse.   
Mukalazi  (2009)  notes  that  reeling from years  of  economic misdirection  and  
political  interference,  Uganda's industry announce immense losses within the early 
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Nineties. To assist address credit risk management in Ugandan banks, the govt has  
introduced  a  statute  that  deals  with many problems  such  as business executive 
loaning, following  the  recent  scandal  in that  billions  of  shillings  were Lent while 
not comfortable collateral to Gronland Bank by the freshly privatized Republic of 
Uganda banking concern Ltd. The statute any seeks to scale back owner concentration 
(Mukalazi, 2013). The  central  bank  of African country  defines  npls  as  those  
loans  that square measure  not  being serviceable as per loan contracts and expose the 
money establishments to potential losses (CBK,  2014).  It  is necessary  to  note  that  
non-performing  loans  refer  to  accounts whose  principal  or  interest  remains  
unpaid ninety  days  or additional once  due  date. In step with the financial 
organisation of African country superintendence Report (CBK, 2009), the extent of 
non-performing  loans  has  been  increasing steady  from  shs.56  billion  in  2014,  to  
Shs. Eighty three  billion  in 2013 to shs.97 billion in 2009. This high  level  of  non-
performing loans continues to be a difficulty of major superordinate concern in 
African country.  
According to a study by Brownbridge (2013), most of the bank failures were caused 
by non-performing loans.  Arrears poignant more than 0.5 the loan portfolios were 
typical of the failing banks. Several of the unhealthy debts were due to ethical hazard: 
the adverse incentives on bank house owners to adopt imprudent loaning ways,  in 
specific business executive loaning  and loaning  at  high  interest  rates  to borrowers 
within the most risky segments of the credit markets.  
According  to  Brownbridge  (2013),  the  single  biggest  contributor  to  the 
unhealthy loans of the many  of  the failing native  banks  was business executive 
loaning.  In a minimum of 1/2 the bank failures, business executive loans accounted 
for a considerable proportion of the unhealthy debts. Most of the larger native bank 
failures in African country, like the Continental Bank, Trade Bank and Pan African 
Bank, concerned intensive business executive loaning, usually to politicians. The 
threat exhibit by business executive loaning to the soundness of the banks was 
exacerbated as a result of several of the business executive loans were endowed in 
speculative comes like assets development, broken large-loan exposure limits, and 
were extended to comes that couldn't generate short-run returns (such as hotels and 
looking centres), with the result that the maturities of the bank's assets and liabilities 
were imprudently mismatched. He sites 3 forces behind business executive loaning 
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and lists them as political pressure, under- capitalization, over concentration in 
possession.  He any observes that second major issue causative to failure were the 
high interest rates charged to borrowers operative within the bad segments of the 
credit market. This concerned components of ethical hazard on the a part of each the 
banks and also their borrowers and the adverse choice of the borrowers.  
(Eyring, 2014) says in his journal of economic Bank loaning that the loan portfolio of 
any bank is powerfully influenced by regulation, the explanation being that the 
standard of bank’s loan has additional to try to to with risk and safety in banking 
industry than the other facet of the banking business. Attributable to this risky nature 
of loans on the bank’s performances, some loans are restricted or maybe prohibited by 
law. As an example, Section ten o f the African country Banking Act says “Banks 
don't seem to be allowed to lend someone or cluster of firms quite twenty fifth of its 
paid up Capital and Reserves” (Central Bank of Kenya; Directory of economic Banks, 
2009). Therefore, the standard of a bank’s loan portfolio and also the soundness of its 
loaning policies square measure terribly crucial and represent the areas wherever bank 
examiners cross-check closely once examining a bank, so this shows that loaning 
management in banks is incredibly essential for its growth in addition as its fall. 
One of the foremost necessary strategies a bank will use to form certain its loans meet 
restrictive standards and square measure profitable is to ascertain a written clear 
policy and which can provide the loan officers and also the bank’s management 
specific pointers in creating selections on people in addition as company loans. this 
may so increase the possibilities that the bank will reach its goals (Grimming, 2013). 
These policy pointers ought to embody credit analysis that involves the receiver credit 
goodness. 
In this case in step with (Rose, 2011) credit goodness involves a close study of six 
aspects of the loan application: character, capacity, capital, collateral, conditions and 
management. Thus a decent loan should satisfy all the higher than aspects on the 
lender’s purpose of read. Loan management is that the main supply o f money 
thievery in banks. Several borrowers unitedly with bank management square measure 
concerned in non-performing loans resulting in money thievery of banks that find 
yourself collapsing. (The Post, 2013) a African country News Magazine according 
that the money issues two-faced by initial National Finance Bank was the results of 
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business executive borrowing, abuse of the prevailing banking rules and lots of years 
of unhealthy management that characterise Kenya’s industry. 
In Kenya, banks have additionally had the competitive setting. In step with the  Co-
operative  Bank  of African country  Ltd.  (2013), the bank signed a partnership with 
International Money gram Worldwide Network for the supply of money transfer 
services across the globe and this product has big remarkably. The bank  followed  
this  by  launching  the  Co-op money  Visa negatron  Card,  popularly famous  as  
Co-op money.  The  bank  has  completed  the  centralization  of  banking services  by  
networking  all  its  branches  and  operations nationwide, creating  it  a unbranched 
operation. This accomplishment has been very very important within the 
consolidation of the banks business. Muriuki (2013) adds that the bank has developed 
prime quality product through its personal and consumer-banking department to 
satisfy the wants of its retail customers and different rising markets.  These product 
embody the non-public Loan, the launch of atms and also the friendly service 
structure among others. 
 In step with Omuodo (2013), as pressure mounts on the banking industry’s 
profitableness ensuing  from  over  reliance  on  interest financial gain  by  banks,  it  
is strategically  imperative  that  banks  focus  on different  revenue  streams.  
National Industrial Credit Bank, NIC, has introduced new product to diversify 
revenue and to stay its head higher than the water. Omoudo adds that a part of NIC 
Bank’s strategy has been to diversify revenues, by increasing the scope of its activities 
additionally to its predominant plus finance focus and providing additional general 
industrial banking facilities and different product. Premium finance and provision of 
tutelary services have reduced over reliance on interest financial gain. 
2.2.3 Regulatory framework  
The willingness of the regulative authorities to support distressed banks with loans, 
instead of shut them down, was in all probability a crucial contributor to financial 
loss. The extend of imprudent management within the failing banks indicates that 
there have been serious deficiencies in bank regulation and management. Once 
several of the banks were came upon within the Nineteen Eighties or early Nineteen 
Nineties, banking legislation was superannuated and financial organisation 
management departments were seriously undermanned. In Kenya and African nation 
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several banks avoided being inspected for long periods as a result of the fast 
enlargement of banks within the half of the Nineteen Eighties engulfed higher-up 
capacities (Kariuki, 2015). 
Furthermore; political pressure was dropped at bear on Central Banks to exercise 
regulative forbearance and sometimes lacked spare independence from the govt. To 
refuse liquidity support to politically connected banks and to strictly enforce the 
banking laws. This heading can cowl all those structural and higher-up parameters 
that square measure beneath the government’s direct management or influence. The 
govt. Through the regulator can influence the degree of controls on however the 
economy is managed within the market particularly on the problems of taxation 
matters and also the general economic management. It's of common perception that 
banks fail thanks to higher-up failure. Might|this might|this could} not be 100% true; 
however the actual fact of the matter is that failure may fairly be attributed to higher-
up failure to some proportion solely. (Handbooks in Central Banking, 2014). 
This may be a reason behind banking failure. Shortcomings in accounting or auditing 
might even disguise, or delay the realisation of illiquidity or economic condition 
issues. Within the same manner for example inhibit the applying of property rights or 
the pledging and realisation of collateral in support o f bank loans (Centre for Central 
Banking Studies. Bank o f England, 2014) 
Deregulation within the monetary sector has in most cases inspired crash behaviour, 
resulting in several issues. (Latter, 2014). This is often not associate argument against 
liberation however a rouse entail the bank management and regulators to remember o 
f the potential consequences and significantly to allow them to be alert. There are 
some instances, government interferes in banking business by recommending specific 
client for loans presumably at interest rates or to take care of or extend associate 
economic branch networks in a very location within the country. These interferences 
have precipitated several banks liquidation or financial condition. (Economic 
Development Institute of the globe Bank, 2015). 
In several cases, banks failure has been brought by the shortcomings in their own 
strategy. The subsequent are the slippery ground banks might venture on: Rush to 
expand has been one amongst the foremost common causes of failure. Failure to 
instill new management vogue to bank’s employees, to employ info technology 
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effectively. All this might result in failure thanks to permanent competition from 
alternative banks (Latter, 2014). 
Poor credit assessment: failure to conduct associate correct assessment of credit risk 
and to cost consequently is common reason behind bank’s issues. Rate or rate 
exposures might end in losses, and should be restricted by internal or higher-up 
controls (Handbooks in Central Banking, 2014). Concentration of disposition, and 
connected lending: this implies that banks have long standing links to, specific 
customers or associate economic sector in mind permitting disposition to the required 
sectors or customers. This concentration has been shown traditionally to be sources of 
banking crisis. 
Unauthorized mercantilism or position taking, related to a failure of internal controls 
perceived to are associate more and more worrying supply o f bank losses or final 
failure (Latter, 2014). Over-reliance thereon systems, while not adequate back-up, 
spare verification, correct audit arrangements or management understanding enough 
regarding the systems. 
Some causes cited on top of might quantity to fraud by some specific dealers or 
traders betting on however legalistic one is also. There are rampant frauds and corrupt 
dealing in several banks. Workers and management together with outsiders is also 
liable to corruption or capable of fraud on a bank particularly with this high 
engineering, example of cash lavation through web. This so results in bank crashes 
(Latter, 2014). 
Many banks failure are thanks to direction that occasioned the withdrawal of giant 
amounts of cash by politicians with the connections at the State House and also the 
workplace of the President. Individuals in high level of sphere of the country can walk 
into the bank with chits signed by men in authority and withdraw cash that may ne'er 
be repaid. This tradition has enriched few people whereas the bank crashed, departure 
depositors suffering. The political influences in most cases are requirement to the on 
top of causes particularly within the developing countries (The Post, 2014). 
2.2.4 Competition 
The banking literature remains divided over the conflicts arising out of the SCP 
paradigm, additionally referred to as the structure performance paradigm, and 
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therefore the paradigm. The SCP hypothesis, which, in line with Park (2009) and 
Seelanatha (2010), dates back to Mason (2016), is that the oldest and ancient 
hypothesis. It states that the performance of banks for the most part depends upon the 
structure of the market like the quantity of banks and therefore the market shares of 
banks; and therefore the profitableness of banks decreases with the rise of 
competition.  
In alternative words, the upper the concentration magnitude relation, the upper was 
the profitableness of banks, reflective a positive association between market share of a 
bank and its performance. This can be as a result of, the SCP hypothesis is extremely 
ruled by the normal classical theory on the bottom that because of covert or 
noncompetitive reason banks, no matter their efficiencies, in an exceedingly focused 
market square measure continually in an exceedingly position to charge costs on top 
of the differential cost so as to extend profit. For instance, varied restrictive 
restrictions as well as ceilings on interest rates and entry barriers facilitate covert 
behaviour of banks even in an exceedingly low-concentrated market (Lloyd-Williams 
et al., 2009). Therefore, the SCP paradigm stresses on the importance of inflated 
concentration with a read to reducing competitive behaviour of banks (Bikker and 
Haaf, 2012), and lots of students specific their views in favour of the focused market 
structure.  
For instance, Hellmann et al. (2014) denote the importance of focused market by 
difference that competition creates disinclination towards the accomplishment of 
optimum scale. Boyd et al. (2014) and motion et al. (2006) realize that monetary or 
banking crisis is a smaller amount probably to occur in an exceedingly focused 
market. Casu et al. (2010) opine that inflated competition within the banking market 
provides less incentive for banks in deputation observance and screening of loans; so, 
badly affects the monetary stability. At identical time, several proponents like Rose 
and Fraser (2016), Heggestad and Mingo (2016), Berger and Hannan (1989), Lloyd-
Williams et al. (2009) and Samad (2005) specific their opinions in favour of the SCP 
hypothesis.  
Nevertheless, the survey conducted by Gilbert (2014) is kind of potent during this 
regard, since he summarizes studies that specialize in the connection between market 
concentration and bank performance. In line with Gilbert’s findings, thirty two studies 
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report important positive impact of concentration on bank performance. In distinction, 
several students argue within the wrong way to support the competitive market 
structure. Calem and Carlino (2011) denote that a market with higher concentration is 
additional prone to crisis; and thereby is a smaller amount competent and just. Berger 
et al. (2014) mention that government intention to limit competition through foreign 
bank entry regulation and state possession of banks generates adverse result and 
supreme poor economic potency in an exceedingly country. What is more, it's 
extremely probably that banks in an exceedingly focused atmosphere will have 
interaction in non-competitive deeds to come up with higher revenue with lower 
advantages for customers (Abbasoglu et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2008); therefore, turn 
out monopoly and corresponding inefficiencies (Suzuki et al., 2008).  
Importantly, arguments highlight the potential advantages of competitive market 
really emerge from the appliance of the quality industrial organisation social science 
to the monetary sector, significantly the banking sector. Moreover, these arguments 
show their inclination towards the choice hypothesis of the SCP, that is, the es which 
states that increased performance of banks results in higher market share that 
successively results into market concentration related to superior potency. That is, 
bank-specific potency distinction in an exceedingly specific market results in uneven 
proportion of market size and corresponding high intensity of concentration. In fact, 
this hypothesis doesn't take into account market concentration as a random event; 
instead, it's the results of larger potency of the dominant banks (Smirlock, 1985). {this 
is|this is often|this will be} potential as a result of a bank with either superior 
management or production technology in an exceedingly competitive market can 
lower price to extend profit and to realize higher market share (Berger, 1995).  
On the opposite hand, a bank with higher potency than its competitors can even 
maximise profit either by maintaining the present market size and rating policies or by 
accommodating size enlargement and step-down methods (Lloyd-Williams et al., 
2009, p.437). It means banks beneath such a market mechanism attempt for achieving 
twin objectives of increasing profits and minimising prices and costs, and as a 
consequence, the best    
The impact of competition on bank performance in People's Republic of Bangladesh 
seventy seven quantity of credit was allotted (Northcott, 2014). Therefore, in line with 
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the es hypothesis, profitableness of banks greatly depends upon the potency instead of 
the market structure of the banking sector. During this manner, the emergence of the 
es not solely challenges the normal SCP hypothesis however additionally puts 
forward another manner of analysing the various dynamics of the banking sector. 
Studies of Demsetz (1973), Brozen (2013), Samad (2008) and Seelanatha (2010) 
support the atomic number 99 hypothesis. Therefore, supported the literature 
reviewed on top of, it is argued that the character of the connection between 
competition and bank performance is very ambiguous.  
According to Wanniarachchige and Suzuki (2010), the connection is country-specific 
in nature and in and of itself they recommend conducting additional studies at country 
level. That specialize in the findings of earlier studies, concentrating on the banking 
sector of People's Republic of Bangladesh like Samad (2008), the impact of 
competition on bank performance within the variety of profitableness and potency 
can't be generalised since the results derived from pool and annual information 
portray totally different results. As a result of this anomaly, he urges for more studies 
to explore the impact of adjusting market structure on bank performance.  With 
reference to the event of models for assessing the impact of competition, previous 
studies concentrating on developing countries adopt bank-specific, industry/ country-
specific, or a mixture of each varieties of variables. For example, Wanniarachchige 
and Suzuki (2010) use industry/country-specific variables solely, whereas Ataullah 
and LE (2006) and Samad (2008) use each variables for his or her studies. This study 
additionally adopts similar approaches for choosing the required variables within the 
regression. 
2.3 Summary and Research Gap 
Whereas numerous scholars and researchers have return up with multiple factors 
poignant the failure of banks in African country, no single person or analysis will 
claim to possess exhausted all the factors poignant the failure of banks in African 
country. Moreover, even wherever researchers have primarily centered their studies 
within the space of IS/IT, no two researches have made constant the failure of banks 
in Republic of Kenya  factors and even wherever constant man of science conducted 
the precise same study in numerous time periods they need systematically return up 
with different the failure of banks in Kenya   factors. This goes to indicate the quality 
of the topic and it'll so be bold for the man of science to say that the conclusions 
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drawn by this study shall be thorough. In conducting their studies, most of the quoted 
researchers have approached the topic from at intervals the project management 
groups of the studied comes by collection primary knowledge from the project 
managers themselves. All the indicators/ determinants of the failure of banks in 
African country   in these past studies have so emanated from only 1 party at intervals 
the whole project organisation which might during a means be biased reportage since 
the project manager can perpetually see themselves because the higher person at 
intervals the project and blame everybody and everything else for project outcomes 
however themselves. This research study sought to collect the views of all project 
stakeholders from the top management down to the project product end users in a bid 
to identify the overall perception of bank staff on factors affecting failure of banks in 
Kenya. 
The framework below is adopted in the study to show the relationship between 
independent and dependent variables. The following variable has some relation with 
the factors affecting the failure of banks in Kenya. 
 
Independent Variables                     Dependent Variable 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Conceptual framework 
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Failure of banks in Kenya 
Regulatory Issues 
Competition 
Non-Performing Loans Issues 
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2.5 Operationalization of Variables 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2Operationalization of Variables 
2.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter reviewed the theoretical aspect of the study, it’s the secondary data of the 
research and it is carried out to give the theoretical account of the study where it had 
three theories; Cash management theory, Contagion Theory and General Theory on 
Success.  It focuses on the review of past studies on the topic of the research study 
from a global and local perspective. It also covers the objectives of the study 
acknowledging the sources of the information about the objectives, the critical 
analysis of the theoretical review and the summary of the research study. 
Corporate Governance 
Management style 
Supervision  
Management structure  
Ownership style  
 
Non-Performing Loans Issues 
Poor credit assessment  
Inclement weather 
Bad debts 
Loan defaults  
Regulatory Issues 
Central Banks  
Strong prudential regulation  
Banking act  
Competition 
Pricing of loans  
Introduction of new banks in the 
market 
Adverting   
Product packaging  
Failure of banks in Kenya 
Closure of banks  
Non financial performance  
Unable to meet it financial obligation  
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the methodology used in the study. It discusses methods used to 
gather information relevant to the hypothesis, which guides this study. It discusses 
aspects such as research design, target population, sampling design and sample size, 
data collection methods and procedure of data analysis employed in the study. 
3.1 Research Design  
Cooper and Schindler (2008) define a research design as the scheme, outline or plan 
that is used to generate answers to research problems. Creswell (2010) similarly notes 
that a research design is the structure of the research that holds all the elements in a 
research project together. The study adopted a cross-sectional design. Cross-sectional 
survey design focuses at a subset of the population at a particular point in time. Cross-
sectional analysis takes a sampling of its target cluster and bases its overall findings 
on the views of these targeted; assumptive them to be typical of the complete cluster 
thus allowing generalizations (Mugenda and Mugenda, 2009). This technique was 
helpful in characteristic practices in a company. 
Cross-sectional styles need less dedication from analysis participants, take less time to 
complete and don't contain as several obstacles associated with finding and 
maintaining a sample population (Cooper and Schindler, 2010). It had been 
appropriate in establishing the factors influencing employees’ retention within the 
money sector in Republic of Kenya. The study can specialize in each quantitative and 
qualitative information so as to achieve additional robust understanding and more 
perceptive interpretation of the results. 
3.2 Target Population 
Kombo and Tramp (2011) characterizes target population as all inclusive arrangement 
of the investigation of all individuals from genuine or speculative arrangement of 
individuals, occasions or protests which a researcher wishes to sum up the outcomes 
and make references. The investigation targeted a population of thirty three (33) 
representatives working at chase mama Ngina branch. 
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Table 3.1 Target Population 
Category Target  Population Percentage 
Management 2 5 
Supervisors 3 9 
Support staff 28 86 
Total 33 100% 
Source: chase bank, (2018) 
3.3 Sample and Sampling Technique 
A sample is a sub-set or a part of the target population; sampling may be a method of 
choosing subjects or cases to be enclosed within the study of the representative of the 
target population (Orodho, 2015). Ngechu (2013) underscores the importance of 
choosing a sample distribution through creating a sampling frame. For this study, the 
investigator hand-picked a census. Per Kothari, (2010) a census is a study of each 
unit, everybody or everything, during a population. It's called a whole enumeration, 
which implies a whole count. A census is commonly construed because the opposite 
of a sample as its intent is to count everybody during a population instead of a 
fraction. This can be the sole thanks to make sure that everybody has been enclosed as 
otherwise those not responding wouldn't be followed au courant and people may well 
be incomprehensible. Census was used as a result of the cluster is tiny to be sampled 
and also the investigator needs every member of the target population to possess an 
equal probability of collaborating within the study. 
Table 3.2 Target Population 
Category Target Population Sample size  Percentage 
Top Management 2 2 5 
Middle Management 3 3 9 
Support Staff 28 28 86 
Total 33 33 100 
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3.4 Instruments 
Data collection instrument is that the tool of gathering and measure data on variables 
of interest, in a longtime systematic fashion that allows one to answer declared 
analysis queries, take a look at hypotheses, and judge the outcomes (Cooper and 
Schindler, 2008). The first information assortment tool to be used was by use of 
questionnaires. This was accomplished by approaching workers at intervals sampled 
bank branch explaining the target of the analysis and handing them the form to fill. 
Questionnaire can embody open and closed complete queries for simple 
administration. To boost quality of information, Likert sort queries was provided 
whereby respondents was needed to point the extent to that the statements 
representing variables applied to their organizations. A 5 purpose likert scale was 
used. 
The structured queries were utilized in an endeavor to facilitate easier analysis. The 
form was administered in person to avoid discussion among workers at Chase bank 
which might jeopardize the full study. The form consisted of 2 components. Half A 
collected story information and part B the factors influencing retention. 
3.5 Pilot Study 
According to harper, (2012) a pilot study is a mini-version of a complete study or an 
attempt run worn out preparation of the entire study. The latter is additionally known 
as a ‘feasibility’ study. It may also be a selected pre-testing of analysis instruments, 
together with questionnaires or interview schedules. (Compare Polit, 2011) The pilot 
study is a kind the pedestal for the analysis. It absolutely was conducted on five 
completely different workers from numerous universities on what influences their 
retention was drown from Chase bank Kenyatta avenue branch. They was asked to list 
down the assorted factors that influence worker retention within the bank, the scholars 
was additionally asked to spot and rate the career development, worker mentoring, 
operating condition, remuneration that they understand influences their retention rate 
at the bank they work for and supported their perception. Supported the findings of 
this pilot study, the survey instrument was designed 
One of the benefits of conducting a pilot study is that it would provide advance 
warning concerning wherever the most scientific research may fail, wherever analysis 
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protocols might not be followed, or whether or not planned strategies or instruments 
are inappropriate or too difficult. 
3.5.1 Validity 
Trochim(2008) defines validity as a result of the degree to that a check lives what it's 
purported to measure. Its miles uncommon, if nearly unfeasible, that questioner tool 
be 100% valid, therefore validity is usually measured in tears. As a fashion, validation 
includes assembling and analyzing facts to assess the accuracy of an instrument. To 
verify validity, the questionnaires were confirmed by the supervisor. The validating 
tests were on right construction of form and therefore the contents of the questions.  
3.5.2 Reliability test  
According to Moskal & Leydens (2010) reliability is concerned with a question of 
stability and consistency. It is a measure of the degree to which a research instrument 
yields consistent results or data after repeated trials. To verify reliability, the 
researcher looked at adopt cronbach’s alpha formula. In this method, cronbach’s alpha 
gave a beneficial decrease bound on reliability. Cronbach’s alpha typically increased 
when the correlations between the items growth. For this reason the coefficient 
measures the inner consistency of the test. Its maximum price is 1, and usually its 
minimal is zero, even though it could be negative. 
For this reason the coefficient measures the inner consistency of the test. Its maximum 
price is 1, and usually its minimal is zero, even though it could be negative. A 
usually-familiar rule of thumb is that an alpha of zero.7 suggests applicable reliability 
and 0.8 or higher indicates good reliability. Very excessive reliability (zero.95 or 
better) is not necessarily acceptable, as this suggests that the objects can be entirely 
redundant. these had been most effective pointers and the actual price of cronbach’s 
alpha trusted many stuff together with the range of gadgets increased, cronbach’s 
alpha has a tendency to growth too even with none increase in internal consistency. 
The goal in designing a dependable device became for scores on comparable gadgets 
to be associated (internally steady), but for each to make contributions some unique 
data as nicely. 
3.6 Data Collection Procedure 
The average duration of filling a questionnaire was about 25 minutes. The 
questionnaires were administered to identify sample and contained both open ended 
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and closed type of questions. All questionnaires were delivered by hand and where 
possible by email. Information consent was sought from participants before the onset 
of collection of data.  The participants was given time to fill the questionnaires, under 
the study’s supervisor and guidance.  For primary data, structured questionnaires were 
used to collect quantitative data from administrative and staff of Chase bank. 
Questionnaires method of data collection is preferred because it is easy to administer 
and generates faster response. Qualitative data was generated from the open ended 
questions. List of key informers included senior managers, supervisor and operations 
staff.  The open ended questions will allow further uncovering of the actual influence 
of independent variables on organization employee retention during data gathering & 
therefore create a more representative picture of overall factors affecting employee 
retention. A survey questionnaire included a cover letter explaining the purposes of 
the study, assuring the confidentiality of responses, and directions on how to complete 
the questions (Sanders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). The present study followed this 
approach, since the covering letter of the questionnaire includes general instructions, a 
statement assuring confidentiality and demographical section. In addition the Five 
points Likert scale was used with responses ranging from 5= strongly disagree to 1= 
strongly agree. Each item asked participants to indicate their agreement about the 
measured factors influencing employee retention at Chase bank. This is adapted and 
modified from Ngai and Wat (2006). 
3.7 Data Analysis and Presentation 
Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics, frequency, distributions, percentages 
and measures of central tendency such as mean, mode and median, Kombo and 
Donald (2011). Computer packages Excel was  used to aid in analyzing and 
presenting the data through tables, charts and scatter diagrams were provided to show 
any statistically significant relationship in both graphical and numeric forms in a more 
clear and concise way. 
3.8 Ethical Considerations 
Confidentiality of the data to be gathered through the questionnaires and anonymity of 
the respondents was guaranteed. The respondents were required to compose their 
names on the questionnaires. The secondary data gathered from outer sources were 
not modified, kept confidential and was utilized with the end goal of this examination 
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only. The respondent consent was looked for and they were not compelled to respond 
to the questions on the off chance that they were not willing to do as such. 
3.8.1 Informed Consent 
Before conducting the research, the researcher did a pre visit to the organization and 
seeked information from the organization management. The researcher was involved 
the management on the extent and what information the researchers seek. 
3.8.2 Voluntary Participation 
The research was voluntary and non of the respondent was cowered to take part in the 
research however the researcher took time to explain to the respondents the 
importance of this research to them and to the research and any participation was 
highly appreciated. 
3.8.3 Confidentiality 
All data that was collected in the organization was only for education purpose and no 
information was reproduced without the consent of the organization and the 
researcher.  
3.8.4 Privacy 
The respondents were assured that the information they shared was confidential and 
all respondents were not allowed to give their personal details and all information was 
coded. 
3.8.5 Anonymity 
A “strictly anonymous” study style is one during which it's not possible to trace 
knowledge or data back to the analysis subject from whom it had been obtained.  In 
alternative words, the information can't be known to any specific analysis participant, 
not even by the man of science.  The analysis did a complete separation, the study 
style concerned within the creation of a code linking the subject’s identity to a nom de 
guerre, because the identity of the topic is copied to the information, written consent 
kind was collected, and this consent kind needs to be separated from the information 
that the topic provides. 
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3.9 Chapter Summary 
This research methodology chapter provides a research methodology; research, target 
population, sample and sampling technique, instruments, pilot study, data collection 
procedure, data analysis and presentation, ethical considerations and chapter 
summary. The next chapter provides the research findings and discussion that were 
used by the study. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
4.0. Introduction 
In this chapter the researcher analysis data using both methods: 
Qualitative. The analysis process is done on the basis of the variables of the research 
objectives. Graphs and pie charts are used for representation.
4.1 Presentations of Findings
4.1.2. Gender of the respondents
Table 4.1 showing Gender 
Gender  
 
male 
female 
Total 
 
Figure 4.1 Gender analyses of the respondents
The respondents were asked to indicate their response on gender according to the 
findings, 51.5% of the respondents were male while 48.5% were female respondents 
and was shown on table and figure 4.1. The interpretation derived from the study 
revealed that there was gender balance
 
female, 48.50%
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Quantitative and 
 
 
 
of the respondents 
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
17 51.5 
16 48.5 
33 100.0  
 
 
male, 51.50%
 
51.5 
100.0 
 
4.1.3 Highest Educational Level
Table 4.2 Analysis of Highest Education Level  
 
 
Secondary 
College 
University 
Total 
 
Figure 4.2 Analysis of Highest Education Level  
Based on the research findings from table and figure 4.3 the respondents were asked 
to indicate their level of education According to the findings, 
respondents had college diplomas, 
respondents had university degrees. This indicates that most of the respondents had 
university level of education
 
 
 
 
 
45.50%
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Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
4 12.1 
14 42.4 
15 45.5 
33 100.0  
 
42.4% 
12.1% had secondary education, and 45.5
 
12.10%
42.40%
education level
 
12.1 
54.5 
100.0 
 
of the 
% of the 
Secondary
College
University
4.1.3 Highest Educational Level
The researcher sought to investigate the education level of employee at Kevian
Ltd the findings were as follows 
Table 4.3 Highest Educational Level
 
V
a
l
i
d
Secondary School 
Tertiary College 
University Level 
Total 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Highest Educational 
 
Based on the research findings from table 4.3 the respondents were asked to indicate 
their level of education According to the findings, 52.1% of the respondents had 
college diplomas, 13.7% had secondary education, 
university degrees. This indicates that most of the respondents had college education.    
 
 
 
Highest Educational Level
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Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
5 13.7 
17 52.1 
11 34.2 
33 100.0 
 
Levels 
and 34.2% of the respondents had 
Secondary School
14%
Tertiary College
52%
University Level
34%
 Kenya 
 
13.7 
65.8 
100.0 
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4.1.4. Corporate Governance  
Table 4.3 Effect of Corporate Governance on the Failure of Banks in Kenya  
 Range Mean Std. Deviation Variance 
With the management style adopted 
by the bank contributed to the bank 
failure 
4 3.30 1.468 2.155 
Corporate Governance means that 
the sum of the processes, structures 
and data used for guiding and 
overseeing the management of a 
corporation 
3 4.12 .545 .297 
There is strong correlation between 
internal governance and risk 
management at chase bank 
4 3.97 1.045 1.093 
the concept of right management in 
banking industry empirically implies 
total satisfactory control which 
includes six overall performance 
areas 
4 3.03 1.212 1.468 
N 33     
 
The respondents had been asked to indicate their level of agreement with statements 
pertaining to corporate governance on the failure of banks in Kenya. The findings are 
presented in table 4.5. According to the findings the respondents stated that With the 
management style adopted by the bank contributed to the failure as indicated by a 
mean of 3.30, company Governance means the total of the processes, structures and 
knowledge used for guiding and overseeing the management of an organization had a 
mean of 4.12, the idea of excellent governance in industry by trial and error implies 
total quality management which incorporates six performance areas as shown through 
a median of3.03 there's sturdy correlation between internal governance and risk 
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management at chase bank had a mean of three.97 supported this analysis findings it 
are often complete that company governance may be a key issue to be thought of thus 
on avoid the failure of banks in African country. This analysis finding concurs with 
The monetary Stability (2011) provides this definition: company Governance means 
the total of the processes, structures and knowledge used for guiding and overseeing 
the management of an organization. The vital thanks to promote monetary stability; 
The impassiveness of bank’s internal governance arrangements has terribly 
substantial effect on the flexibility of a bank to spot, monitor and management its 
risks. though banking crisis are caused by several factors, a number of that are on the 
far side the management of bank management, nearly each failure is a minimum of 
partly the results of poor risk management at intervals the bank itself. And poor risk 
management is ultimately a failure of internal governance. 
4.1.5 Non-Performing Loans Issues 
Table 4.4 Effect of Non-Performing Loans Issues on the Failure of Banks in 
Kenya  
 Range Mean Std. Deviation Variance 
non-performing  loans  are  mainly 
caused  by  an  inevitable  number  
of  wrong  economic  decisions  by  
individuals  and plain bad luck 
4 3.48 1.004 1.008 
The  central  bank  of  Kenya  
defines  NPLs  as  those  loans  
that  are  not  being serviced as per 
loan contracts and expose the 
financial institutions to potential 
losses 
4 3.42 1.300 1.689 
This high level  of  non-performing 
loans continues to be an issue of 
major supervisory concern in 
Kenya 
4 3.06 1.223 1.496 
N =33     
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The respondents were requested to suggest the level of agreement with the subsequent 
formal declarations on Non-Performing Loans Issues on the failure of chase bank. 
The consequences had been as proven in table 4.4. 
From the findings the respondents united that non-performing  loans are principally 
caused  by associate degree  inevitable range  of  wrong  economic selections  by 
people  and plain dangerous luck as indicated via a mean of three.48, The  central  
bank  of Republic of Kenya  defines  NPLs  as  those  loans  that square measure  not  
being repaired as per loan contracts associate degreed expose the money 
establishments to potential losses as shown with the help of an mean of 3.42, This 
high level  of  non-performing loans continues to be a difficulty of major superior 
concern in Republic of Kenya as proved  by a median of 3.06  this analysis finding 
concur with Gorter associate degreed  Bloem  (2012) whom declared that  non-
performing  loans are principally caused  by  an  inevitable range  of  wrong  
economic selections  by people  and plain dangerous luck  (inclement  weather, 
sudden value  changes  for sure merchandise, etc.). Underneath such circumstances, 
the holders of loans will create associate degree allowance for a traditional share of 
non-performance in  the kind  of dangerous loan  provisions,  or  they might unfold 
the chance by confiscating insurance. supported the analysis findings it may be 
finished that non performing arts loan are one amongst the foremost factors resulting 
in the failure of banks in Republic of Kenya and a lot of specifically chase banks. 
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4.1.6 Effect of Regulatory Issues 
Table 4.5 Effect of Regulatory framework on the Failure of Banks in Kenya  
 Range Mean Std. Deviation Varian
ce 
There are obstacles to the free flow of 
funds from major lender and banks to 
the private estate developers 
4 3.67 1.164 1.354 
Affordability and insufficient housing 
supply are obstacles to the growth of 
mortgage accounts 
4 3.48 1.278 1.633 
When more people can afford homes, 
the number of homes on the market was 
reduced which will in turn push up cost 
4 3.36 1.245 1.551 
Major banks and other financial 
institutions somehow reluctantly give 
loans or render credit facilities to estate 
developers 
4 3.88 1.293 1.672 
N= 33     
 
The respondents have been requested to signify the extent of agreement with the 
following on regulatory framework on the failure of banks in Kenya. From the 
findings, there are obstacles to the free flow of funds from major loaner and banks to 
the personal estate developers as established by means of a median of 3.67, 
Affordability and meager housing provide are obstacles to the expansion of mortgage 
accounts as established by means of a median of three.48, once a lot of individuals 
will afford homes, the amount of homes on the market was reduced which can 
successively push up price established by means of a median of three.36, Major banks 
and alternative money establishments somehow reluctantly provide loans or render 
credit facilities to estate developers as established by means of a median of 3.88 this 
analysis finding concurs with The Post, (2014) whom declared that a lot of banks 
failure are because of direction that occasioned the withdrawal of giant amounts of 
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coins through politicians with the connections on the nation house and consequently 
the place of job of the president. People in high degree of sphere of the country can 
stroll into the bank with chits signed through men in authority and withdraw cash that 
could in no way be repaid. This culture has enriched few humans whereas the 
financial institution crashed, exploit depositors struggling. The political impacts in 
most cases are necessity to the on top of reasons specifically within the growing 
nations. 
4.1.7 Effect of Competition 
Table 4.5 Effect of Competition on the Failure of Banks in Kenya  
 
 Range Mean Std. Deviation Variance 
Difficult to  persuade  bank  managers  
to  follow  more  prudent  credit  
policies  during  an economic upturn, 
especially in  a  highly competitive  
environment. 
4 3.55 1.175 1.381 
The higher the concentration ratio, the 
higher will be the profitability of banks 
3 3.42 1.119 1.252 
Competition creates disinclination 
towards the achievement of optimal 
scale. 
4 3.42 1.251 1.564 
Impact of competition and increased 
number of banks in Kenya leads to 
failure of banks performance 
4 3.30 1.262 1.593 
N =33     
 
The respondents had been asked to signify the level of agreement with the subsequent 
statement on influence of competition on the failure of banks in Kenya. The results 
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were as presented in table 4.7. The respondents agree tough to  persuade  bank  
managers  to  follow a lot of  prudent  credit  policies throughout associate economic 
improvement, particularly in  a extremely competitive surroundings as tried by a 
mean of 3.55, the upper the concentration quantitative relation, the upper are the profit 
of banks as shown by a mean of 3.42, Competition creates disinclination towards the 
accomplishment of best scale as tried by method of a mean of 3.42, Impact of 
competition and accrued range of banks in Kenya results in failure of banks 
performance tried by method of a mean of 3.30 this analysis findings concurs with 
Casu et al. (2010) opine that accrued competition within the banking market provides 
less incentive for banks in empowerment observation and screening of loans; thus, 
badly affects the money stability. 
4.2 Limitations of Study 
4.2.1 Bureaucracy   
Organizations have various procedures that are outlined publicly to govern movement 
of people to the organization and from the organization. However some procedures 
are usually too tedious to the dislike of visitors/researchers. This was characterized by 
long procedures and regulations that were expected to be followed. Despite such 
challenges, the researcher was adequately prepared to abide by all the regulations so 
that a successful research study could be carried out. 
 
4.2.2 Inaccessibility to the Company 
The researcher had initially been denied access based on the restrictive policies 
against external researchers and especially private research studies. This was due to 
the recorded history of exploring and exposing inefficiencies in various organizations. 
However, the researcher overcame this challenge by using an introduction letter from 
Management University of Africa which showed the purpose of this study so that 
gaining accessibility could be achieved. 
 
4.2.3 Lack of Cooperation 
The researcher still experienced challenges on lack of cooperation. Some of the staff 
within this organization had reluctantly declined to participate in this research in 
pretence of not very genuine reasons. As a result, quite a number of respondents 
would have failed to provide the data. However, to counter this challenge, the 
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researcher had to assure the respondents that this study was only covering the 
academic goals.   
 
4.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter was about data analysis.  The chapter first introduces information about 
information from the respondents in terms, gender of respondents, years of work 
experience of respondents and education level of respondents. The chapter was further 
categorized in to quantitative analysis that revolved around discussing the objectives 
of the study; the chapter also addressed the limitations of the study. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter presented a summary on findings, conclusion and recommendations. 
This was based on factors affecting the failure of banks in Kenya on a case study 
chase Bank.  
 
5.1 Summary of Findings 
5.1.1 What extent did effect of corporate governance contribute to the failure of 
Chase bank in Kenya?  
According to the findings the respondents expressed that With the management style 
adopted by the bank contributed to the failure as indicated by a mean of 3.30, 
company Governance means the add of the processes, structures and information used 
for guiding and overseeing the management of a company had a mean of 4.12, the 
thought of fine governance in industry by trial and error implies total quality 
management which incorporates six performance areas as shown through a median 
of3.03 there's robust correlation between internal governance and risk management at 
chase bank had a mean of three.97 supported this analysis findings it may be ended 
that company governance could be a key issue to be thought of thus on avoid the 
failure of banks in Kenya. This analysis finding concurs with the monetary Stability 
(2011) provides this definition: company Governance means the add of the processes, 
structures and information used for guiding and overseeing the management of a 
company. The vital thanks to promote monetary stability; the repulsiveness of bank’s 
internal governance arrangements has terribly substantial effect on the power of a 
bank to spot, monitor and management its risks. though banking crisis area unit 
caused by several factors, a number of that area unit on the far side the management 
of bank management, virtually each failure is a minimum of part the results of poor 
risk management inside the bank itself. And poor risk management is ultimately a 
failure of internal governance. 
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5.1.2 What is the influence of non-performing loans issues on collapsed Chase 
bank in Kenya? 
From the findings the respondents agreed that non-performing  loans are in the main 
caused  by associate  inevitable range  of  wrong  economic choices  by people  and 
plain dangerous luck as indicated via a mean of 3.48, The  central  bank  of Republic 
of Kenya  defines  NPLs  as  those  loans  that are  not  being maintained as per loan 
contracts associated expose the money establishments to potential losses as shown 
with the help of an mean of 3.42, This high level  of  non-performing loans continues 
to be a problem of major higher-up concern in Republic of Kenya as proved  by a 
median of 3.06  this analysis finding concur with Gorter associated  Bloem  (2012) 
whom declared that  non-performing  loans are in the main caused  by  an  inevitable 
range  of  wrong  economic choices  by people  and plain dangerous luck  (inclement  
weather, surprising worth  changes  for bound product, etc.). Below such 
circumstances, the holders of loans will build associate allowance for a standard share 
of non-performance in the type of unhealthy loan provisions, or they could unfold the 
chance by removing insurance. Supported the analysis findings it are often all over 
that non playing loan are one amongst the main factors resulting in the failure of 
banks in Republic of Kenya and additional specifically chase banks. 
 
5.1.3 How does regulatory framework influence the collapse of Chase bank in 
Kenya? 
From the findings, there are obstacles to the free flow of funds from major investor 
and banks to the personal estate developers as proved  by approach of a median of 
3.67, Affordability and insufficient  housing provide are obstacles to the expansion of 
mortgage accounts as proved  by approach of a median of three.48, once a lot of folks 
will afford homes, the quantity of homes on the market was reduced which can 
successively push up price proved  by approach of a median of 3.36, Major banks and 
different monetary establishments somehow reluctantly provide loans or render credit 
facilities to estate developers as proved  by approach of a median of three.88 this 
analysis finding concurs with The Post, (2014) whom expressed that several banks 
failure are because of direction that occasioned the withdrawal of giant amounts of 
coins through politicians with the connections on the nation house and consequently 
the place of job of the president. People in high degree of sphere of the country can 
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stroll into the bank with chits signed through men in authority and withdraw cash that 
could in no way be repaid. This culture has enriched few humans whereas the 
financial institution crashed, exploit depositors struggling. The political impacts in 
most cases are necessity to the on top of reasons specifically within the growing 
nations. 
5.1.4 To what extent does competition influence the collapse of Chase bank in 
Kenya? 
The respondents agree difficult to  persuade  bank  managers  to  follow additional  
prudent  credit  policies throughout associate degree economic improvement, 
particularly in  a extremely competitive setting as tried by a mean of 3.55, the upper 
the concentration magnitude relation, the upper are the profit of banks as shown by a 
mean of 3.42, Competition creates disinclination towards the accomplishment of best 
scale as tried by means of a median of 3.42, Impact of competition and accumulated 
variety of banks in Republic of Kenya ends up in failure of banks performance tried 
by means of a median of 3.30 this analysis findings concurs with Casu et al. (2010) 
opine that accumulated competition within the banking market provides less incentive 
for banks in relegating observation and screening of loans; so, badly affects the 
monetary stability. 
5.2 Conclusion 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether corporate governance 
influences the failure of banks in Kenya. Majority of the respondents were in 
agreement corporate governance influences the failure of banks in Kenya. It was 
concluded that corporate governance influences the failure of banks in Kenya. 
 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether non-performing loans 
issues have an influence on the failure of banks in Kenya. From the findings majority 
of respondents that non-performing loans issue has an influence on the failure of 
banks in Kenya. This implies that Non-performing loans issues have an influence on 
the failure of banks in Kenya. 
 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether regulatory framework 
has the failure of banks in Kenya.  The analysis shows most of respondents were in 
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agreement that regulatory framework has a great effect on the failure of banks in 
Kenya. This implies that regulatory framework have the failure of banks in Kenya. 
The respondents were asked to give their opinion on whether competition has an 
influence on the failure of banks in Kenya. From the findings majority of the 
respondents agreed that competition has an influence on the failure of banks in Kenya   
while a few of the respondents disagreed. It was concluded that competition has an 
influence on the failure of banks in Kenya. 
5.3 Recommendations 
5.4.1 Corporate Governance 
Separation of office of board chair from that of corporate executive seeks to scale 
back agency prices for a firm. There's a positive and statistically vital relationship 
between performance and separation of the chief executive chief operating officer and 
therefore the office of board chair. Yermack (1996) equally found that companies are 
additional valuable once completely different persons occupy the positions of board 
chairman and corporate executive. The results of the study of Klein (2012) suggests 
that boards structured to be additional freelance of the corporate executive are 
seemingly to be additional economical within the watching the company money 
accounting method and so additional valuable. This wasn't the case with the Imperial 
Bank. Abdulamek Janmohamed was the founder, director, chairman and principal 
shareowner of the Imperial Bank. Abdulamek Janmohamed had on several occasions 
started and approved irregular disbursements of huge amounts of cash that belong to 
the bank that was hid from the Board. In conjunction with different managers, it's 
claimed he meted out the fraud price KES forty five billion. Mr. Janmohamed had 
been running a theme of dishonest and illegal disbursements with bound accomplices, 
inside and out. Supported the analysis findings it's counseled that For banks to possess 
the soundness, they ought to embrace best practices of company governance which is 
able to make sure that shareholders wealth is taken care of within the best method 
attainable, that adequate risk management measures ar place in situ which standards 
don't seem to be solely in writing however that they're practiced on every day to day 
basis. 
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5.4.2 Non-Performing Loans Issues  
The central bank of Republic of Kenya defines NPLS as those loans that don't seem to 
be being repaired as per loan contracts and expose the monetary establishments to 
potential losses (CBK, 2016). It's vital to notice that non-performing loans ask 
accounts whose principal or interest remains unpaid ninety days or additional when 
date. In line with the financial organization of Republic of Kenya oversight Report 
(CBK, 2016), the extent of non-performing loans has been increasing steady in 
Republic of Kenya. The high level of non-performing loans persists as a difficulty of 
primary super ordinate concern within the country. 
5.4.3 Regulatory Framework  
CBK has focused more on macro prudential regulation which relates to factors that 
affect the stability of individual banks and less so on macro prudential regulation 
which relates to factors which affect the stability of the financial system as a whole. In 
the latter case, changes in the business cycles may influence the performance of 
banks, hence the Basel III project for countercyclical capital changes to provide the 
way forward for future macro prudential regulation, which should take into account 
the growth of credit and leverage as well as the mismatch in the maturity of assets and 
liabilities. The government should promote transparency and accountability in the 
management and enforcement activities of the central bank of Kenya. Governments 
must make enforcement more transparent and accountable by publicly reporting this 
information. 
5.4.4 Competition 
The higher the concentration ratio, the higher was the profitability of banks, reflecting 
a positive association between market share of a bank and its performance. This is 
because, the SCP hypothesis is highly governed by the traditional neoclassical theory 
on the ground that due to collusive or monopolistic reason banks, irrespective of their 
efficiencies, in a concentrated market are always in a position to charge prices above 
the marginal cost in order to increase profit. The management of chase bank needs to 
package their product in a more customer friendly way to enhance their acceptance 
and have a bitter and bigger customer base 
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5.5 Suggestion for Further Studies 
This research was only limited to one case study being chase bank  for this reason the 
results were not entirely conclusive. It is recommended that the study should be 
carried out with the help of other banks as this will enable generation of conclusive 
findings. Furthermore, the study concentrated on only four major factors and therefore 
further studies could be conducted in context with additional variables such as 
information technology, communication and employee training as these will help in 
gathering more data geared in obtaining conclusive results. 
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Appendix 1: Letter of Introduction 
 
Melvin V. Oduor 
P.O BOX 51872-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
 
Dear Respondent,  
 
Ref: INTRODUCTION  LETTER.  
I am an Undergraduate Student at Management University of Africa, school of 
management and leadership specializing in Business Management and 
Administration. As part of the requirements for award of the BML degree; I am 
conducting a study on factors affecting the failure of banks in Kenya   . Being one of 
the banks that was a financial crisis and failed, your organization has been selected to 
participate in this study. Consequently you have been selected as a key respondent. I 
kindly request you on behalf of other hotel and assist me by correctly filling in the 
questionnaire. The information you will give was kept confidential and strictly used 
for the purpose of this study. I also assure you that your identity plus that of your 
department will remain anonymous. I am very grateful for your cooperation.  
Thank you in advance.  
 
Yours faithfully,  
 
………………………. 
Melvin V. Oduor 
 
Management University of Africa 
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Appendix II: Questionnaires 
Please respond to the following questions. Obtained information is on the basis for 
developing a complete study being carried out. Tick in the spaces provided. 
 
SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
1.  Gender 
Male      [     ] 
Female     [     ] 
 
2. What is the highest level of education you have attained? 
Secondary     [     ]   
College      [     ]  
University      [     ]   
Others (Specify)    [     ]    
3. Work Experience 
Below 1 year    [      ] 
1.6 years    [      ] 
7-11 years    [      ] 
Above 12 years   [      ] 
The following ratings of choices are based on a scale of 1-5.  The study seeks to 
examine the failure of banks in Kenya. 
The scale: Where 1 - Strongly Agree, 2 - Agree, 3 - No Idea, 4 – Disagree, 5 - 
Strongly Disagree 
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SECTION B: Corporate Governance  
4.  Kindly choose on the statement you agree that describes corporate governance on 
the failure of banks in Kenya. 
KEY: Strongly Agree (SA)-1, Agree (A)-2, No Idea (NI)-3, Disagree (D)-4, 
Strongly Disagree (SD)-5. 
Statement SA A N/I D SD 
With the management style adopted 
by the bank contributed to the bank 
failure  
     
Corporate Governance means that 
the sum of the processes, structures 
and data used for guiding and 
overseeing the management of a 
corporation 
     
There is strong correlation between 
internal governance and risk 
management at chase bank 
     
the concept of right management in 
banking industry empirically implies 
total satisfactory control which 
includes six overall performance 
areas 
     
 
5.   Indicate other ways availability that describes how corporate governance 
influences the failure of banks in Kenya   
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..................  
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SECTION C: Non-Performing Loans Issues  
6.  Kindly choose on the statement you agree with, that describes Non-Performing 
Loans Issues on the failure of banks in Kenya. 
 
KEY: Strongly Agree (SA)-1, Agree (A)-2, No Idea (NI)-3, Disagree (D)-4, 
Strongly Disagree (SD)-5. 
Statement SA A N/I D SD 
non-performing  loans  are  mainly 
caused  by  an  inevitable  number  
of  wrong  economic  decisions  by  
individuals  and plain bad luck 
     
The  central  bank  of  Kenya  
defines  NPLs  as  those  loans  that  
are  not  being serviced as per loan 
contracts and expose the financial 
institutions to potential losses 
     
This high level of non-performing 
loans continues to be an issue of 
major supervisory concern in Kenya. 
     
 
7.  Suggest other infrastructural development avenues that influence the failure of 
banks in Kenya. 
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
.................. 
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SECTION D: Effect of Regulatory framework  
8.  Kindly choose on the statement you agree with, that describes effect of regulatory 
framework on the failure of banks in Kenya. 
KEY: Strongly Agree (SA)-1, Agree (A)-2, No Idea (NI)-3, Disagree (D)-4, 
Strongly Disagree (SD)-5. 
Statement SA A N/I D SD 
There are obstacles to the free flow 
of funds from major lender and 
banks to the private estate developers 
     
Affordability and insufficient 
housing supply are obstacles to the 
growth of mortgage accounts 
     
When more people can afford 
homes, the number of homes on the 
market was reduced which will in 
turn push up cost 
     
Major banks and other financial 
institutions somehow reluctantly 
give loans or render credit facilities 
to estate developers 
     
 
9.  In your opinion, highlight various aspects that are involved in overcoming 
challenges of effect of regulatory framework affecting the failure of banks in Kenya. 
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
.................. 
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SECTION E: Effect of Competition 
10.  Kindly choose on the statement you agree with, that describes effect of 
competition on the failure of banks in Kenya. 
 
KEY: Strongly Agree (SA)-1, Agree (A)-2, No Idea (NI)-3, Disagree (D)-4, 
Strongly Disagree (SD)-5. 
Statement SA A N/I D SD 
difficult to  persuade  bank  managers  to  
follow  more  prudent  credit  policies  
during  an economic upturn, especially in  
a  highly competitive  environment 
 
     
the higher the concentration ratio, the 
higher was the profitability of banks, 
     
Competition creates disinclination 
towards the achievement of optimal 
scale. 
     
impact of competition and increased 
number of banks in Kenya leads to 
failure of banks performance  
     
 
11.  In your opinion, indicate Competition that exists in the market affecting the 
failure of banks in Kenya, Kenya. 
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................
.................. 
Thank you for your Response 
